Simulations of cochlear nucleus neural circuitry: excitatory-inhibitory response-area types I-IV.
Several circuitry schemes have been explored among model stellate and fusiform cochlear nucleus neurons in an effort to reproduce excitatory-inhibitory response-area (EIRA scheme) types I-IV. Single cell models incorporated known nonlinear membrane properties and spike-discharge characteristics, as described in previous modeling and intracellular recording. In addition, a unique method of implementing dendritic electrotonic distance processing was developed that provides greater computational efficiency, but with results similar to compartmental models. As an initial simple case, results were examined for a kHz pure tone. Auditory nerve (AN) population responses across characteristic frequencies from 200 Hz to 50 kHz based on actual single unit recordings were incorporated into the model as input. The findings and conclusions are (1) relatively simple inhibitory connections among stellate and fusiform cells, all of which receive AN excitatory inputs, can account for the salient features of EIRA-scheme types I-IV; (2) both types III and IV may be obtained using fusiform cells with small adjustments in the anatomical connections; (3) if stellate cells laterally inhibit their own neighbors, they can create inhibitory sidebands, but may have difficulty avoiding multiple sidebands; (4) in the model, type II cells are not responsive to broadband noise but rather to pure tones, and the reason for this was partly because the type II cells were inhibited by other CN units, and partly because the simulated AN fiber response to broadband noise was near their threshold; and (5) the type IV complex response areas may actually arise not necessarily because of elaborate circuitry, but as a result of a complex AN fiber population profile at high stimulus levels in conjunction with the type II inhibitory input to the type IV cells.